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What an honor and delight it is to address this assembly of the Yale-Edinburgh Group. Our meeting comes at a remarkable juncture in the life of this network and movement, so I hope you don’t mind if I offer a few personal remarks. As you probably know, my first formation as a professional historian was in American cultural and religious history, and while for the past quarter-century I have become much more interested in the history of world Christianity, I have always felt more like a guest and supporter in these meetings than a front-line agent.

Indeed, without the encouragement of two of the pillars of the Yale-Edinburgh connection, Brian Stanley and our late colleague, Lamin Sanneh, I would not even have the topic I am presenting today. About twenty years ago, when Brian was directing the Currents in World Christianity initiative at Cambridge, he invited me to present a paper at the CWC’s concluding conference, to be hosted by the University of Pretoria. I was three years into my work as provost at Calvin College, a busy if not beset college executive. Much as I loved the study of world Christianity, I was not currently researching a topic. But I dearly wanted to go to the South Africa meeting, so I told Brian that I could work up a paper. I said that I wanted to write on the rise of new Christian universities in the Majority World.

An Odd Topic

Now wasn’t that an odd topic? How in the world did I land on it? First off, my whole career has been devoted to promoting Christian intellectual life, first in the U.S. and then in other parts of the world. Second, as an executive at a small Christian university, people assumed that I had something to say about Christian higher education, so I had begun giving talks and writing essays about it.¹

But the most compelling driver for engaging this field was my experience of receiving one academic visitor after another from such places as Papua-New Guinea, Indonesia, South Korea, the Dominican Republic, Brazil, Kenya, Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Russia, and Lithuania. Each of them told me that they felt called to found a new Christian university. What was going on, and why was it happening just then? I had to find out. So I made a few research escapes from the provost’s office and began a remarkable journey of discovery and eventually a team research project. It resulted in the book that our team published five years ago, *Christian Higher Education: A Global Reconnaissance*.²

That project was a tremendous education, and I was glad to have completed it—or so I thought. But then my dear friend and frequent collaborator, Lamin Sanneh, asked me to contribute an article on the history of African Christian higher education to one of his projects, an Oxford handbook on Christianity in Africa. So once again, I stole time from administrative duties, now at the Nagel Institute. What you are hearing today is my offering to my dear friend

¹

²
and fishing buddy, Lamin, who as you may recall, spent his early career days at Fourah Bay College and then the University of Ghana.

Throughout his career, Lamin fed his voracious curiosity from many directions at once, and this talk traces one of those lines that he had in the water. Lamin’s interest was more than mere curiosity. He hoped to see Christian thinking flourish within the institutions of higher learning in Africa. I share those hopes, so in addition to finding out what is happening in African Christian higher education, I want to ask deeper questions about what these institutions should be doing—or in theological terms, what does the Lord require of them? I have been working at this larger question my entire academic life, and those who instruct me are too numerous to name. But one in particular has haunted me with his approach in recent years, our venerable commentator today, Andrew Walls.

Now to begin.

Ancient Origins, Colonial Developments

Christian higher education exists to foster Christian thinking, but that vocation arose on the African continent long before any modern institutions. Prominent early theologians of the church—Athanasius, Augustine, Cyprian, Cyril, Origen, and Tertullian—were North Africans, from Egypt and Carthage. As Tom Oden made us rediscover, African Christian scholars invented theology and analytical interpretation of the Bible, they translated the Old and New Testaments into vernacular languages, and they founded monastic communities which cultivated scholarship. Both Egypt and Ethiopia were transformed by this early wave of Christian thinking and learning. For these reasons, argues the Malawian historian, Paul Zeleza, Christianity was one of three early sources for higher education in Africa, along with the Alexandria Library and Museum of Ptolemaic Egypt and Al-Azhar, the great Islamic university in Cairo (f. 972).

South of the Sahara, Christian higher learning has a much more recent history. It began as a feature of European colonial regimes across the continent and within the settlements of freed slaves in Liberia and Sierra Leone. The first modern colleges and universities in Sub-Saharan Africa took root at Fourah Bay College (1827) in Freetown, Sierra Leone, South African College (1829) in Cape Town, and Liberia College (1863), in Monrovia. These early institutions included theology and were staffed to a large extent by missionaries. In the case of the college at the Cape, the instructors were Europeans, but in Sierra Leone and Liberia, they were also West Africans and African-American missionaries. These early colleges were modeled after British and American centers of learning, which in the nineteenth century were often church-founded and tasked to serve broadly Christian purposes. Indeed, when agents of Fourah Bay College went searching for a university partner in England to certify their coursework and degrees, they chose the University of Durham, which had arisen from a cathedral college and was founded on a Christian basis. Fourah Bay and Liberia College were for many decades unique and forward-looking agents of local empowerment, built on the assumption that West African students could and should attain learning that met the same standards as their English sponsors. The idea that Western learning was central and normative was of course an
imperialist presumption, but beyond it the missionaries argued something quite radical at the time: that West African students had the capacity and commitment to attain such an education. In making their case, the sponsors of Fourah Bay and Liberia colleges prevailed against racially prejudiced opponents whose views are too rank to repeat.  

In more frankly colonial African settings, educational institutions were designed to serve colonial purposes. Where there very few white settlers, there were in most cases no universities until shortly before independence. Colonial regimes designed native educational systems merely to meet their needs for primary school teachers, farmers and government functionaries. By the 1940s, however, British colonies had begun to establish more collegiate institutions, such as University College Ibadan, Khartoum University College, the University College at Achimota, Gold Coast (now Ghana), and Makerere University College in Kampala. By the 1950s, French and Belgian colonies had followed suit.

In heavily colonized southern Africa, settlers established a remarkable array of universities. In addition to South African College (later the University of Cape Town), settlers founded Stellenbosch University in 1881, the University of Witwatersrand in 1896, the University of the Free State, Rhodes University, and the University of Pretoria in 1904, then the University of Natal in 1910. These institutions were for white students only, and they became part of the grand national plan to unify the white settler nation after the South African War. The first institutions to educate southern African black people were missionary-founded, notably Lovedale Institute (f. 1841), established for technical, agricultural and teacher training, and South African Native College (f. 1916, later University of Fort Hare) for university-level studies. Fort Hare, said Nelson Mandela in his memoir, “was a beacon for African scholars from all over Southern Central and Eastern Africa.” It was also very much a Christian institution, with a Western educational agenda, aiming at forming a Christian professional elite for the region’s black communities. Along the way, however, Fort Hare became a hotbed of protest against the region’s injustices. The university attracted a very gifted student body; among its alumni were the first presidents of Botswana, Tanzania, and Zambia, and the first black presidents of Zimbabwe and South Africa.

New Beginnings, Church and State

Since independence, the main higher education story across sub-Saharan Africa has been the development of state universities, largely under a secular rubric. In the early 1960s, as new African nations were emerging, higher education was virtually nonexistent in many places. There were only 41 institutions and 16,500 students in all of Africa. The new nations founded flagship institutions in the 1960s and early 1970s under the banner of nation-building, in an atmosphere of new beginnings and high hopes, with supportive governments and massive international investment in the form of foreign aid, philanthropy, North-South inter-university collaboration and co-accreditation, and scholarships for undergraduate exchanges and postgraduate professional development.
For the rising churches of sub-Saharan Africa, however, the more immediate need was to build pastoral training institutes and degree-granting theological schools. This enterprise has never kept up with the continent’s explosive church growth. In 1900 there were only about 8.5 million Christian in Africa, most of them in Ethiopia and Egypt. By 1950, this number had tripled, to about 30 million. By 1970 there were some 113 million Christians in Africa. Today estimates show nearly 619 million African Christians.\textsuperscript{14}

This volatile growth has created a chronic shortage of educated clergy. The renowned British mission scholar and ecumenical pioneer, Bishop Stephen Neill, toured East and West Africa in 1950, tasked by the International Missionary Council to survey the state of African theological education. He found only 70 or 80 such institutions.\textsuperscript{15} By the mid-1970s, however, there were about 350 theological schools in Africa.\textsuperscript{16} Today the most comprehensive directory lists 1467 institutions.\textsuperscript{17} These serve not only the older Orthodox, Catholic and Protestant denominations, but the very numerous African instituted and Pentecostal churches as well. The Pentecostal ministerial training scene in particular is quite fluid and dynamic, with new pastoral and lay training institutes springing up across the continent, many of them founded by urban mega-churches and operated on the premises.\textsuperscript{18}

Seminaries, Bible colleges, and training institutes, however, are not the only places where Christian theology is studied. Universities in some African nations have faculties of theology, most notably in South Africa’s state universities and in a number of Francophone nations’ Catholic universities. Other state universities, especially in Anglophone Africa, have faculties of religious studies. Unlike their counterparts in the United States, however, these departments frequently include courses in Christian theology, native religious worldviews and practice, or Islamic law, all taught from within these traditions. Thus the website of the University of Ghana’s religion department states that it “is dedicated to the promotion of the scientific study of religions but also continues with the promotion of high quality theological education for a just, peaceful and humane society.”\textsuperscript{19} While these university courses began as training for teachers of religion in the schools, in some universities the majority of the degree students in the “Christian Studies” tracks are Pentecostal pastors.\textsuperscript{20}

Theological seminaries and Bible colleges typically operate under straitened circumstances. Even with rapid church growth, they have to make their way in cash-poor denominations and serve students who cannot bear much of the operating costs. Sponsoring churches need to increase their educated clergy but have very limited means to support increased enrollments. So most of these institutions have remained small and are unable to benefit from economies of scale. Student-faculty ratios of only 5 or 6 to 1 are not uncommon, even while the faculty members might need to teach five or six subjects per term to cover the curriculum. In Francophone Africa, Protestant theological institutions tend to be even less well equipped than in Anglophone settings. A survey of these schools in 2011 revealed that “unlike the Catholic institutions, the Protestant ones are marked by abject poverty in key domains: infrastructures, academic staff, libraries, research and publication.”\textsuperscript{21}
Theological libraries have been chronically undersupplied. A study published in 1990 found that the average sized theological library had fewer than 5,000 volumes, while only 2 percent of the continent’s theological libraries held 15,000 volumes or more. A great deal of attention has been given to African theological library development since then. It has been a regular item of interest within the Association of Christian Librarians and the American Theological Library Association, and it is a very large part of the library development work of the Theological Book Network (TBN). TBN has shipped several hundred thousand titles to African theological libraries over the past decade. But institutional growth drives a demand for resources that far outpaces supply.

Internet access has developed slowly across sub-Saharan Africa. Most theological institutions now have connections, but service can be slow, many places experience power outages, and wi-fi is slowly coming into play. Western research databases for finding journal articles and e-books, such as JStor and Ebsco, are available at highly discounted rates or for free, but in many settings, limited bandwidth makes for slow going and local network servers are not powerful enough to run the databases well.

Catholics in Africa have some of the best institutions and networks for theologizing. Their evaluators speak of a too-rapid expansion of seminaries in order to keep up with the pastoral needs of the church, and of the continuing need to call on missionary educators because of the shortage of African theologians. Yet the enterprise rests on strong institutional pillars. These include the Catholic Faculties of Kinshasa, which owe their inheritance to the University of Lovanium, founded in Kinshasa in 1954 with the assistance of the University in Louvain, Belgium. Consider also the Catholic Institute of West Africa, in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, a post-graduate research center (f. 1975) with the nation’s best library. A third force is the Catholic University of Central Africa (f. 1991), with campuses in Yaoundé and Douala, Cameroon; Pointe-Noire in Congo Brazzaville; and planned campuses in Libreville, Gabon and Bangui, CAR. Add to this what is one of the best Christian universities in Anglophone Africa, the Catholic University of East Africa (f. 1984), in Karen, a leafy suburb of Nairobi.

The main theme that runs across recent reviews of African theological teaching and curriculum has been relevance, in the broadest sense of the term. Syllabi, textbooks, instructors and their education often bear the marks of Euro-American contexts, even while the number and percentage of expatriate instructors in Africa continue to decline. In theology itself, the quest for authentically African modes of thought and action has continued for two or three generations now. This is a deep and fascinating subject, but suffice it to say here that it has been hindered in its development by the structural weaknesses of higher education and intellectual discourse more generally. Indeed, these conversations seem to have lost some traction in recent years. Those who have the advanced education and critical skills to work out new patterns of theological thinking and learning seldom have the time or space to do it. The harvest is plentiful and the laborers are few in African Christianity, so the most talented academics often have several church-appointed leadership tasks and are called on to be administrators too. Their theological writing suffers.
Even so, the African theological education scene looks quite different now than it did 20 years ago. One huge change was the opening up, after the end of apartheid, of South African university faculties of theology to increasing numbers of students from other nations. The faculties at the University of KwaZulu Natal and Stellenbosch especially have welcomed international postgraduate theology students, but the great engine on this track is the University of South Africa (UNISA), the massive distance university whose theology faculty has well over 100 members, making it one of the largest in the world. Catholic theological institutes and Catholic university theology faculties also have made major strides in capacity and scholarly productivity over the past quarter-century. Programs for advanced degrees proliferate as stronger regional institutions in many countries aim to serve the ever-growing need for highly educated faculty members and urban pastors. There are now 108 African theological schools or programs in theology that offer master’s degrees, and 36 that offer doctoral degrees. Compared to the U.S. and Canada, which have 270 accredited postgraduate schools or university programs to serve a third as many Christians, African theological education is still very thinly spread. Even so, it has come a long way in a very short time.29

Out of Turbulent Trends, New Christian Universities

A surprising new factor has emerged in African Christian higher education over the past three decades: the founding of more than 60 new Christian universities.30 Africa is one of the innovative hotspots in a worldwide trend. According to our worldwide survey done about a decade ago, 178 new Christian universities had been founded since 1980.31 Most of these, Catholic and Protestant, include faculties of theology, but they offer a more comprehensive array of degrees as well. At least a dozen of them are built on the foundations of older theological schools. Two prominent examples are St. Paul’s University in Kenya, built out from St. Paul’s Theological College, a century-old ecumenical Protestant seminary; and Uganda Christian University, built upon the old Bishop Tucker Theological College. These more comprehensive Christian universities are worrisome to veteran theological educators, who fear secularization because of the preponderance of non-theological courses.32 Others point more cynically to the desire of bishops and presbyters to milk these institutions for church income. Yet both of these new universities now have several thousand tuition-paying students, which has made their faculties of theology much more sustainable. St. Paul’s faculty of theology enrolls only 300 of the university’s 4,000 students, but that is twice as many divinity students as it enrolled in the old days as a theological college.33 Another critically important result of this move from seminary to university has been the development of advanced programs in theology, including for the Ph.D. degree.34

In order to understand this eruption of new Christian universities, we need to understand what became of the African state university movement. African state universities are emerging from a turbulent half-century. As we have seen, the immediate post-colonial era brought high hopes with supportive governments and massive international investments. But by the 1980s, African universities were suffering deep financial cuts as falling commodity prices and inflated energy prices crippled national budgets. World Bank and IMF advisors pushed debtor nations to reallocate educational spending toward primary and secondary schools.
Meanwhile, authoritarian regimes suspected flagship universities of subversion and slashed their budgets. By the 1990s even the finest African universities were in crisis.

To compound these problems, the growth of secondary education has driven a relentless demand for tertiary enrollments. Governments pushed their flagship universities to enroll far beyond their carrying capacities. New regional universities were founded and technical colleges were granted university status. Nigeria, for example, had founded 86 federal and state universities by 2015. Even with increases in funding, African higher education budgets lagged behind enrolment gains. Thousands of African academics left these distressed environs to find work elsewhere.

So what was to be done? In 2001 the World Bank reaffirmed universities’ role in national development. After years of neglect, Western foreign aid programs re-targeted African higher education. Private funders returned; one “Partnership in Higher Education” which engaged eight American foundations with universities in nine African countries invested $440 million between 2000 and 2010. And with measures widely thought to be a neo-liberal coup, African governments began to charge tuitions, focus resources on business and STEM fields, and charter more private universities and technical colleges.

Christian higher education has played a salient role in this rapid growth of private institutions. Nigeria has chartered 61 private institutions since 1999. Of these, 31 are Christian. In Kenya by 2014 there were 17 chartered private universities and 13 more with interim authority. Of all these, 17 were Christian. This trend is quite dynamic across the continent.

From a broad social and educational viewpoint, then, the Christian university movement seems to be driven by the same trends that affect all of African higher education: the massive demand for access to higher education, the digital technology revolution and globalization of markets, and the liberalization of government controls and ownership. The religious scene in Africa, however, provides its own drivers for this movement. It is, first, part of a larger effort to institutionalize and conserve the huge waves of Christian adherence that have swept sub-Saharan Africa, and then, to advance a larger mission to the nations. Christian groups in Africa often look first to the educational needs of their children, and they also move quickly to train clergy. But thereafter, as Christian movements become strong national institutions, their educational aims broaden to engage larger social responsibilities. Universities are a better vehicle than seminaries for pursuing these broader purposes, and across the continent, dozens of new Christian universities have seminary or Bible college ancestry.

Church people started these universities to a large extent so that their own youth might flourish, but the institutions also aim to build up the nation. Consider, for example, the Christian Bilingual University in Beni, a city in war-torn eastern region of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. As the university commenced its academic year in 2008, vice-chancellor David Kasali proclaimed that "the government, the Church and the whole nation are now faced with enormous challenges to rebuild this nation after years of war, poverty and neglect.... The time has come for the people of God to rise up and be agents of a life-giving transformation."
The Perils of Privatization

These new Christian universities, expressing noble aims and enrolling thousands of eager students, face a variety of challenges. The first comes from the proverbial elephant in the room, the government. African governments gave relatively slight attention to seminaries and Bible schools, but state ministries of education, after liberalizing the chartering of private universities, have been scrambling to establish basic standards and to align the new campuses with national aims and purposes.\(^{44}\) From the state’s perspective, these new private universities exist to provide broader access, so their chartering often comes with mandates and timelines for steep enrollment increases and rapid institutional development. Bowen University, a Baptist founded institution in Southern Nigeria, opened with 500 students in 2002 and now enrolls 5,000. Covenant University, founded in 2002 by the Nigerian Pentecostal megachurch, Winner’s Chapel, now has 15,000 students. Uganda Christian University, an Anglican institution founded in 1997, now has more than 10,000 students. Officials cite rapid growth as both a blessing and a challenge; added tuitions help their budgets but rapid growth strains their ability to recruit instructors, add facilities, and engage in thoughtful and distinctively Christian faculty and curricular development.\(^{45}\)

The new African Christian universities also reflect some of the traits that mark the “privatizing” trends of higher education more generally, especially the pressure to narrow educational aims to job training and national economic development.\(^{46}\) The most fully developed curricular areas, and presumably, those most heavily enrolled in many of these new Christian universities, are the commercial and technical fields, such as management, accountancy and computer science. Indeed, nearly all of the new African Christian universities offer these fields, but few offer a fully comprehensive array of programs across the arts, sciences, social sciences and humanities. They show other signs of fairly shallow development as well, such as very little evidence of a research emphasis. New Christian universities, like new secular privates, tend to be rather top-down and authoritarian in governance and rely quite heavily on part-time instruction. Frequently their libraries and laboratories are scantily equipped.\(^{47}\) To be fair, however, these relatively new campuses often have facilities that are superior to those in the state universities. It is quite likely that these newly founded universities may have begun by picking the “low hanging fruit” in higher education, the popular commercial and low-end technical courses, while still planning to take on a broader traditional array of course offerings.

Indeed, these trends may not remain long-term. A recent study of curricular offerings in 44 new African Christian universities found that 39 of them provide a major in business, management, or commerce. More than half of them (25) also provide concentrations in information technology or computer science. So in these respects, they track closely with the trends in privatization. But many of these institutions also focus on what are traditionally known as “the helping professions.” A dozen of them offer teacher education degrees, ten offer degree-level training in the health sciences or nursing, ten more offer degrees in agriculture and nine offer law degrees. Another 21 of these African Christian universities provide majors in
theology. More surprisingly, more than half of them (23) have some sort of science major, and 17 have arts, social science or humanities majors beyond theology.48

One might hope that some of the other privatizing traits have only a temporary life as well. A study of Christian universities in Kenya found that while most of the recently founded ones rely heavily on part-time instructors, many of them moonlighting from the state university posts, the situation at the more mature Christian higher education institutions has changed. At Daystar University and the Catholic University of Eastern Africa, the percentages of full-time professors have been higher than at the state universities.49

Other challenges stem from Christian educational mandates. These institutions announce Christian purposes and perspectives for learning non-religious subjects and they structure campus life to reflect Christian norms. Yet most of them welcome qualified students regardless of faith. These non-Christian students might chafe at taking courses in religion and having religious orientations infused into what most of society sees as non-religious subjects. Some no doubt are frustrated by chapel or behavior codes. Part-time professors, so common to African universities generally, don't see why their teaching might need to be different in a Christian context. State officials have decided to accommodate religious educational partners, but wonder why hiring criteria, curricular development or student norms need to be different on Christian campuses.50

So while the idealism, courage and energy of these new Christian communities is heartening, they face the tremendous pressures in higher education to reduce university learning to gaining skills for a station in the workplace. In the developing countries of Africa, where funds are scarce and the need for knowledgeable workers is great, governments relentlessly push for science, business and technology education over all else.51 And the Christians, for their part, consider it a matter of social justice for them to equip people to prosper.

Making Higher Education Christian

The Bible’s vision of prospering, however, includes far more than commercial work and the creation of wealth. And the older and broader models of university education convey the Christian vision of peace, justice, and the full flourishing of people and places more ably than do the new models of market driven higher education. So the leaders of African Christian higher education have to ask: what is it that makes higher education Christian? How do Christian universities advance the gospel’s transformation of culture? With all the pressures that exist in the world today to reduce, commodify and instrumentalize higher education, how can these vulnerable new campuses nurture a flowering of Christian thought and culture?

As I said at the start, I have learned from some profound scholars about Christianity’s role in the life of the mind52 but among them, only one, Prof. Andrew Walls, devotes much attention to the Majority World. Walls is eager to see the burgeoning Christian movements of the global South and East make greater progress in what he calls the process of cultural
conversion, of working the Gospel down deep into the roots of cultural identity. He identifies this work as a long-term and deeply scholarly task, and calls Christian scholars in every part of the world to interact with "the thought processes of a whole civilization." While Walls lays this task first at the feet of theologians, he recognizes the need for Christian insights from every realm of study. But the reality, we have seen, is that Christian scholarship in Africa still resides mostly within theology and religion studies, and the new Christian universities, while showing a lively concern for Christian living and Christian witness, have not done much yet to incarnate this vision into their academic work. Very little original scholarship of any kind happens in them yet, much less inquiry driven by Christian perspectives, purposes or practice. And African Christian educators face tremendous pressure to shape their priorities and structures according to narrowly instrumental values and aims. So what, realistically, might Christian scholars hope to see happening in these new universities?

Professor Walls poses the idea, for starters, of developing small and disciplined communities of Christian scholarship, outposts rather than comprehensive agencies. He speaks of the Indian tradition of the ashram, "a community of people living a simple life of worship and study together." He alludes to some outstanding examples he knows already at work in the global South and East, for example, the Akrofi-Christaller Institute in Ghana. But he adds that "the Christian ashram could arise in a preexisting institution." The idea is to refocus the Christian scholarly life to a more disciplined, collegial, and pioneering spirit, not dependent on large institutional frames or big money, and free to pursue its dual orientation, toward biblical and Christian thinking, and toward the local culture. What Walls envisages, he has said, is not unlike the monasteries of early Europe.

Cultivating communities of Christian thinking has to start somewhere, but I do not want to give up on the vision of a Christian university, and what can be done, in two dozen fields at once, at a comprehensive institution of learning. I hope for and work for universities that are, as one of Prof. Walls' favorite theologians, Origen of Alexandria, taught, devoted to bringing every realm of knowledge to Christ, the Logos. That is the vision still at Calvin College, and it is the dream of many a new university, serving under much more adverse conditions. Enacting such a mission, as Gerald Pillay puts it, needs to be rather subversive, because today, universities are being dominated by pecuniary values and a managerial mood. Christian universities, by contrast, are called to restore wholeness by nurturing fully orbed communities of scholarship and learning. Whether they exist in Lagos or Liverpool or Grand Rapids, Christian universities must swim against the main political and economic currents. But, says Prof. Walls, that is the most promising and productive context for original scholarship--in mission, outside the halls of power, living, thinking and teaching in a vulnerable position, on someone else's turf and terms.

Are there any signs that Christian scholarship in theology and beyond is perking up in Africa? Where is it located, and are the new Christian universities playing any role in it? As we have mentioned above, theology per se has had its ups and downs across the continent, with only South Africa being able to sustain a discourse with much continuity. But I have been privileged to witness new signs of vitality, resourcefulness and focused talent. For the past four
years, the Nagel Institute has operated continent-wide research grants programs for African scholars in theology and the social sciences, developing in effect a new, pan-African network of interdisciplinary Christian scholarship. With funding from two different Templeton foundations, we have made grants to 39 different research teams, ranging from Senegal to Tanzania, from Cape Town to Addis Ababa, and into the Congo as well. The aim of these projects is to better understand how the gospel might engage today’s African realities in four areas: African values and spirituality, health and healing, religious innovation and competition, and forgiveness and reconciliation. The aim is to see an empirically grounded theology emerge, or perhaps a theologically animated empiricism, and so a new Christian scholarship for a rapidly changing Africa. We have been amazed at the productivity and the new discoveries of these African research teams.59

But how does this relate to Christian higher education? Where are these scholars situated? As you might expect, many of the grantees are situated in university faculties of theology or religious studies. Few are in free-standing theological seminaries. But how about the new Christian universities? I am encouraged to say that two of the more developed Christian universities, Daystar and the Catholic University of East Africa, have grant winning teams. And one remarkable team comes from the tiny Shalom University in Bunia, that deeply distressed city in the northeast of the Democratic Republic of Congo. Probably there most dramatically we see the kind of Christian creativity Professor Walls hopes for: it comes from outside the halls of power, living, thinking and teaching from a vulnerable position.

So yes, I am hopeful about the flourishing of Christian scholarship in Africa, and indeed for the new Christian universities of Africa. In spite of the daunting systemic problems and globalizing pressures they face, it is difficult to believe that in God’s providence and with such great human ingenuity and daring, so many of them would have sprung up only to be turned in secular and narrowly instrumental directions. African history is full of surprises, and so is God.

Response
Dr. Andrew F. Walls
June 28, 2019

We have heard a magisterial lecture on a topic vital to the good estate of Christ’s Church militant here on earth. It deserves a better response than I can give; but any response must begin with one of the opening passages of the lecture. We all join in gratitude for the life, work and ministry of Lamin Sanneh, and our sense of loss in that one so central to the origins and life of this Group and all that it stands for has been taken from us. Lamin was not only a scholar of the first rank; he was one of those few scholars who change the way people think about topics of great moment. While meticulous with detail, he dealt with the biggest and deepest issues of life and society, bringing illumination to them. A strategic thinker, he opened new pathways for collaborative activity. Sincere in faith and generous in humanity, he was a dear friend who invariably made good things better. His legacy will endure, and we are all his beneficiaries.
On the body of Dr. Carpenter’s lecture, on which there is so much to ponder, I venture three principal observations. In the first place I would underline Dr. Carpenter’s identification of the primacy of the missionary contribution to higher education in Africa over the factors of colonial or governmental policy. In the 1860s, Henry Venn, Secretary of the Church Missionary Society, after analysing census figures, pointed out that Sierra Leone had at that time a higher literacy rate than England or Prussia, and a higher proportion of the population in education. This, he said, was not the result of colonial government policy – indeed, he argued, the colonial government were not making use of educated Africans as they should – but to the activity of the Anglican and Methodist missions.

Fourah Bay College – founded in 1827, but with roots going back to 1814 - was the crown of an integrated educational system designed by the missions for the whole Sierra Leone Colony. There was a hierarchy of elementary schools and grammar (that is High), Schools for boys and girls, teaching the whole curriculum that their English models did. (An initial decision that Latin was not necessary in African grammar schools was overturned at the insistence of Sierra Leoneans, who urged that as Latin was judged essential to the English grammar school curriculum, it should be so in Africa as well). The origin of this conviction lies in the close association of the early 19th century missionary enterprise in Africa with the campaign against slavery; and in the contemporary evangelical theology that emphasised human solidarity both in nature and in grace, loved such texts as “God has made of one blood all nations of men” and insisted that the highest human attainments whether by nature by grace were open to Africans. The measure of what constituted high attainment was of course one formed by Western intellectual and literary history; that there could be other measures was a discovery yet to be made by Western missions. Nevertheless, these convictions ensured that Fourah Bay College in Sierra Leone was tropical Africa’s first institution of higher education, and by the 1870s was offering degree programmes in Arts and Divinity.

Even so, mission support for Fourah Bay College was not consistent, but fluctuating. By 1840, the college was decaying; it was revitalized when assessments of the 1841 Niger Expedition opened the vision of Sierra Leone as both the nursery for missionaries to evangelize the interior of the Continent and as the language laboratory for that task. The result was the creation of the academic discipline of comparative African linguistics in the mid-19th century by an eccentric German missionary who had been appointed to Fourah Bay College to teach Hebrew and Arabic there.

It was not to be the last time that an African institution pioneered a new academic field. Dr. Carpenter points to the presence all over Anglophone Africa of universities with Departments of Religious Studies. Many of these provide courses in African Traditional Religion, a discipline hard to trace in British universities. The first such course was introduced in the first African Department of Religious Studies, that of the University of Ibadan in Nigeria, around 1947. (Incidentally, Departments of Religious Studies had existed in Nigeria for twenty years before the first such department appeared in Britain).
The educational and literary traditions of 19th century Sierra Leone produced intellectuals such as J. A. B. Horton – the first African to graduate from my own University of Edinburgh - who has his own place in the story of African national movements and who in the nineteenth century was arguing for a full-scale University for West Africa.

World War II brought another period of eclipse for Fourah Bay College - so much so that the post-war Elliot Commission that led to the establishment of the present universities of Ghana (Legon) and Ibadan barely noticed Fourah Bay College. Fortunately, public opinion in Sierra Leone, always proud of their college which had pioneered university education in West Africa, refused to be silenced; and in the 1950s I had the high privilege of cutting my academic teeth as a teacher at Fourah Bay College as it made the transition from a missionary institution to the public university of an independent nation. I may add that at that time almost a quarter of the College’s students came from West African countries other than Sierra Leone.

In the parallel, but rather different story in Southern Africa, as again Dr. Carpenter indicates, the importance of the Lovedale institution can hardly be over-estimated. Such Lovedale products as Tiyo Soga were signs and wonders in a society like Cape Colony; when Soga followed up his course there with seven years of Arts and Divinity in Scotland, and returned a fully ordained missionary of his Church, he came as one of the best educated people in the colony, and accordingly a standing source of irritation to white petty officials.

My second observation is to suggest a possible hidden factor in the story, only indirectly of African origin, and outside the sphere of the major missionary vocabulary of some key figures of the African national movement who had not been through the elite mission schools but made their own way to the West. Such figures as Kwame Nkrumah and Nnamdi Azikiwe had their own ideas about the place and nature of the universities they wanted in the new nations they led.

In the early 1960s, those heady days when the new African nations were emerging (“Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, but to be young was very heaven”) I served in the new University of Nigeria that Nnamdi Azikiwe had set up at Nsukka, with himself as hands-on Chancellor. Azikiwe was determined that the British model of university, favoured by the former colonial power, would not monopolize Nigeria’s university system: this new institution would draw on models and personnel from all over the world; including on the one hand American universities (he was an admirer of the Land Grant system) with USAID funding and on another the Karl Marx Institute in Leipzig with Warsaw Pact connections. Everything from everywhere would be turned to the service of the new nation of Nigeria.

The faculty in my day included people from 27 different nationalities, Oxbridge products with a classical outlook jostled with African American matrons representing such discourses as Home Economics and Secretarial Studies. The influence of the Black Colleges was manifest. The Department of Religion had both Catholic and Protestant membership (Vatican II was still in session at the time). Gloriously chaotic and chaotically glorious, it was the most stimulating intellectual environment I have ever worked in.
An American Black college also formed the background of one of the seminal figures in African educational history. In British Sunday schools in the 1930s we learned of great Christian figures in other lands. Only one African Christian was named – J. E. K. Aggrey, who had come to faith through an African American mission in what is now Ghana, gaining his education at Livingstone College in North Carolina. We heard of his stirring utterances: “Only the best is good enough for Africa”; “Give us science, and yet more science, but do not give us less Greek”. We heard about his parables, learning that a piano where only the white keys were played offers only a limited musical experience. Above all was his great parable of Africa as an eagle taught to think of itself as a chicken by feeding with chickens.

Aggrey had appeared on the international stage as Africa’s eloquent spokesman on the Phelps Stokes Commissions of the 1920s and 1930s. These commissions probably reflect the first serious foundation money to be devoted to education in Africa. In parentheses we should record that the next such outlay probably came with the setting up of the Theological Education Fund, presided over for a time by the future Archbishop Desmond Tutu, with the goal of improving African theological education to the highest level, which I mention for its special connection with Yale Divinity School. The normative book list intended to be a guide to libraries all over Africa was compiled here by Raymond Morris, one of the predecessors of this lecture’s chairman; and the ambassador of the fund, who covered Africa with good news of the funding to gain access to these treasures, was the late Charles Forman of this School. I heard him present the good news of the Theological Education Fund at Fourah Bay College in 1961.

My third line of commentary involves seizing on one of the examples of development indicated by Dr. Carpenter, and raising doctrines upon it, rather on the lines of a Puritan sermon. The example is the establishment, through the vision of the Ghanaian theologian the late Kwame Bediako and his wife, of what is now known as the Akrofi-Christaller Institute for Theology Mission and Culture, recognized by the Ghana government as a postgraduate university for research in its stated fields. Kwame Bediako’s academic credentials and pastoral experience would have assured him a welcome to the faculty of a university or a seminary: but he saw neither these as sufficiently addressing certain crying needs in Christian provision for his day and nation. These are reflected in the original title of the institution: the Akrofi-Christaller Memorial Centre for Applied Theology and Mission Research.

In other words, a new type of institution was needed which would see theology in relation to the societies, history, languages, and thought processes of Africa, and would engage in research – that is, investigation, discovery, adding to human knowledge. Jim Ault’s film shown here last night captured something of what this new type of institution was about. We saw a university institution with no undergraduate programmes, that was international (and specifically pan-African), ecumenical, based in a worshipping community where the office and kitchen staff lead worship; along with teachers and students; that explores Christian faith in relation both to old and to modern Africa. On the one hand it is a reminder that Christian higher education in Africa may develop vehicles different from those of the West. On another, it may remind us that scholarship was saved for the West in earlier centuries by adopting and adapting
Christian institutions. The origins of the modern secular university lie in Christian monasticism. Though decently veiled in Latin, the motto of the University of Oxford is still “The Lord is my Light.”

To underline the importance of the theme that Dr. Carpenter has brought to us, and to celebrate the cheering message of his closing section, I return to the inspirational figure of J. E. K. Aggrey. In our time Africa has become one of the world’s major theatres of Christian activity, the stage on which much of life and thought of 21st century Christianity will be acted out. And in World Christianity we all belong together. The intellectual life and theological health of twenty-first century World Christianity requires the African eagle to soar into flight, borne by the wind of the Holy Spirit. Chicken feed is no diet for eagles. In intellectual and theological and institutional terms, as Aggrey knew, Only the best is good enough for Africa.
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